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1 Claim. (Cl. 312-111) 

This invention relates to connection means for angle 
drafting group including an engineer’s desk and an angu 
larly related drawing board stand. 

It has been found that the increasing demands made 
upon the time and abilities of engineers and supervisory 
draftsmen has suggested the facilities grouping of the 
present category by which the occupant may turn alter 
nately from a working desk to a drawing board at his 
side, or vice versa, as the needs of his work may dictate, 
without rising from his chair and merely by rotating 
the latter from one position to the other. 

Inadequacies having been found to exist in prior struc 
ture of this class, the present invention aims to provide 
improvements in structure and organization that make 
the unit more practical, e?icient and economical. 
The present invention makes possible the use of a 

relatively large drawing board with the group by provid 
ing improved means including a torque resisting element 
for supporting the board while permitting selective piv 
otal adjustments of the latter on its stand. 
A further object of the invention is a ?exible mount 

ing for the drawing board stand on the desk that per 
mits movements of the group as a unit on a floor plane 
for location purposes while providing a warning against 
lifting the drawing board stand relatively to the desk 
which might cause breakage. 
A still further object is the arrangement of means for 

reversal of the drawing board stand from one side of 
the desk to the other and for reversal of the board 
mounting from one side of the stand to the other to suit 
engineering or drafting room ?oor layouts, thus con 
tributing enhanced versatility and usefulness to the group. 
These and other objects and advantages will be appar 

ent from the following description, taken together with 
the accompanying drawings, showing an illustrative em 
bodiment of the invention, and in which drawings— 

Figure 1 is a front perspective view of the angle draft 
ing group of the invention with the drawing board at 
approximately a ?fty degree angle; ' 

Figure ,2 is a rear perspective view'with the drawing 
board in horizontal position; 

Figure 3 is a reduced plan view of the group of Figs. 
1 and 2, certain drawers being shown open and the 
board in vertical position, and'indicating in broken lines 
a reversed arrangement of the parts contemplated by the 
present invention, a user’s chair being also indicated; 

Figure 4 is an enlarged perspective view showing de 
tails of the board support; 

Figure 5 is an enlarged cross-section taken on the line 
5-5 of Fig. 4 showing the ?exible connection for the 
stand; and 

Figure 6 is a fragmentary section taken on the line 
6-6 of Fig. 4. 
The angle drafting group with which the present in 

vention deals includes the engineer’s desk 11 and ninety 
degree related drawing board stand 12 mounted at one ‘ 
end on one end of the desk and so arranged that ‘an 
engineer or supervisory draftsman, for example, sitting 
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in the chair 13 (Fig. 3) may work at either the desk 
11 or the drawing board stand 12 without rising from 
the chair and merely by rotating the latter, which may 
be of the conventional swivel type for that purpose. 

In accordance .with vthe present invention, the stand 
12 has the single pedestal 14 at its outer end from which 
extends in cantilever fashion a horizontal table member 
15 that is ?exibly attached to the desk 11 so as to be 
rigid with the desk in the plane of the latter while hav-. 
ing limited movement relatively thereto in a vertical 
plane transverse to the desk, for a purpose later pointed 
out. Such ?exible attachment is here indicated by A 
showing a ?exed positioned in dotted lines and illustrated 
in the drawings (see particularly Fig. 5) wherein a steel 
?exure plate 16 is shown fastened by screw bolts 17 
along its upper edge to the desk wall 18 while being 
fastened by screw bolts 19 adjacent its lower edge ,to 
the wall 20 of the stand table member 15 contiguous 
with the desk wall 18. Nuts 21 for the screw bolts 
17 and 19 respectively may be suitably secured on the 
inner faces of the walls 18 and 20 respectively so that 
the screws 17 and 19 may be inserted in apertures aligned 
with the nuts and tightened to secure the assembly. 
This ?exible connection which in this instance has some 
resiliency, provides a warning/against attempts to lift 
the stand 12 without at the same time lifting the desk 
11. Such attempts would place an undue strain upon 
any rigid connection that might be used between the 
stand and the desk that would be likely to result in a 
destruction of the connection. The stand 12 is at the 
same time maintained rigidly at right angles to the desk 
11 in the plane of the group at all times so as to de?ne 
a chair receiving precinct in the corner between the desk 
and stand. 
Mounted on the stand 12 along its inner edge, that is‘ 

its edge nearest a person sitting in a chair 13, is the 
drawing board 22 which is desirably quite large as draw? 
ing boards’ go, so as not to be unnecessarily limited in 
usefulness. For pivotal mounting of the' drawing board 
at this edge of the stand for angular movements of the 
drawing board in a vertical» plane parallel to the desk 
11, without interference with the desk, the stand has a 
pair of corner brackets 23 secured thereto by screws 
24. Inner knuckle 25 of each of the brackets 23 is: 
pierced to receive a trunnion 26 that is carried by each 
end respectively of a torque shaft 27 conveniently formed 
of pipe material. 
welded to the torque shaft 27 channel bars 28, these 
having ?ngers 29 that span- the torque shaft and are 

Channel bars 28 thus form the. legs of, welded thereto. 
a U-shape element the bight of which is de?ned by the 
torque shaft 27, the entire structure 28—-27—28 provid 
ing a rigid frame for the drawing board 22 that resists 
torque forces tending to twist or distort the board. The 
channels 28 are shown secured to the board‘22 as by' 
screws 30. 
To support the drawing board 22 in selective angular 

positions on its pivot 26 with respect to the stand 12 
there is provided a brace rod 31 that is articulated with 
one of the channels 28, preferably the outer channel as 
at 32, at one end, and at its other end passes through 
an elongated slot 33 in the table element 15 of the stand 
12 and down into the pedestal 14 where it is releasably 
held by a clamping element (that may be of a. type well 
known in the art and which need not be here shown) 
controlled by a manually rotatable knob 34. By rotating 
the knob 34 in one direction the brace rod 31 may he slid 
to permit angular adjustment of the drawing board 22 
and by turning the knob in the opposite direction the 
adjustment may be maintained. Such adjustment may 
be made through a ninety degree range, from the horizon 

Between the brackets 23 there are 
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tal position of the board‘ shown in Fig. 2 to the vertical 
position'ior 'therb'oardsho’wn ‘in Fig? ‘3".'i_‘"It"will be noted 
from Fig. 1 that the boardf‘is so mounted on the chan 
nels 28. that its lqwer Q1‘ reefer eds; is bslew the edge 

i, >- r .L' ,‘i > 

is the revéi'eibility"oflthe'parts “of ?itiemup- *T" ‘his 
endjpreiformed serew holes '35.‘ (Fig "2). "are provided in 
the" desk I 11;"'for*examp1¢’," in ‘which the screws", 11 ‘ for‘ 
the iiexure plate‘ 16 'of the‘ standma’y he receivedwhen 
the latter’ is swung around as'indicated by‘the arrow 36 
from the'position‘ shown‘ in broken'linels in‘ Fig. '3', which 
i‘s‘its positio'ma's showniir'i Figs; l,“2"a)'nd 4',“v to “the full 
l‘ine“position' ‘of Fig.’ ,3; “In such’rre'versal, ‘the’ drawing 
board 22"cari' also‘ be" reversed on ‘the? stand; to keep‘ it" 
on"tlre‘inner edge of ‘the: stand,’ andtor ‘this"pu'rpose the 
table element "1S{of_'the"stand‘has'pre-formed screw holes‘ 
37'byilwhieh‘the‘ screws 24‘for the brackets 23 may enter 
the ‘table’ element‘ tof' support ‘the brackets ‘and with them 
tl'ie torque‘shaft 31 ‘and ‘channel members 28"for the board 
22‘on"the‘ reverse edge of'the'stand, which now becomes‘ 
the inner edgero‘f the latter. ' " 

~ ‘" Only one‘ '33‘ in"the pedesal 14, is necessary but 
the’ direction Lot‘ the _brace"rod“31'rnust'be ‘reversed to 
accommodate reversalfofthe stand‘ 12 ‘and’ forthis puré 
pqse‘thecontrol‘knob'fal is movedto' be received in the. 
lire-formed ‘aperture 38"therefor 'in'the face ,ofthe" peé 
destal'llktthe channel‘ 28 at theothe'r end ofthe 
board 22 having‘a perforationa’s‘ at 4Q for th'e’pin 32' 

the brace rod.‘ ‘ V V . 

“since reversal‘ of, the drafting board stand as just de 
scribe ' ’ " ' " ‘ 

493159 as toibé iris‘e‘rtableat'eitherface‘of: the desk; 
desired, "perforations '41‘ accommodating‘ the} dowelsf40f 
Séir’iiilarly, the ‘large?at drawer 42 (Fig. 1) maybe swung 
arcane to’ otherside‘of’the?desk'into an opening'43 
therefor wontheopposite face’of the _desk,"the‘ opening‘ 
43? when v‘not in use for'the' drawer'being‘clo'sed ‘by a 
plu ‘ i l I a 

shaft ' is carried‘, 'thu's . 

st' catching‘ 

d_ 1 necessary‘ a "knee "hole in the‘ ‘ opposite. 
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The entire desk base portion ‘45 below the parting line 
45a“may"be’swuttg"around with'i‘espe‘c‘t' tdthe‘i'em'ai?dei‘ 
of the desk for purposes of reversal of the drawers 46 
and 47 to accommodate the reversal of the stand. 
The units of the group may be carried on suitable feet 

49 as clearly shown in the drawings. 
So constructed and arrangedf'an angle drafting group 

Qf marked scrvirceability and yersatility is provided, to 
gether with"'accoinmodation' tewariarions ta‘?borlay 
outs contributing-t0 economy and enhanced ‘utility of 
space and drafting‘eq'uipment. 7' _ " ' ’ 

The invention is not intended to be limited to details 
of construction shown for purposes of eigempli?cation. 
Furthermore‘fit may‘ner‘te ‘essentiahthat ‘all features 
of the invention beused‘fconjointlyTsince various combi 
nations or sub-combinations may at be advanta'ge— 
ously employed, ‘ 

The inventicn be. ‘1.12 Lb 6!! 
qlaiaiecl'isf > * Y . 

“"‘In’anglé drafting group ernb 
speed’ from the d ‘ 
pedestalinjfsatitiley . 

that imPrOYIem¢nt'PrQX1;<1in8 a 
table'af its ‘end; were tram the 
cfbmpri‘sing, amefalf?exure' . 6 
along saiilftable "end andhav'i s i 
iecting’ above ‘the table ‘0111 " 
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